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, but they canÂ be. [NOTE â€” ebooks should be no smaller than 72Â ppi, and. What
i'm curious about is why Georgia monotype has several fonts that look soÂ . Why

are they not all the same?Â . A few in the crowd have stated they can handle more
than 72 characters per lineâ€�â€¦ Some have been able to exceed 72, some

lessâ€¦. Scroll Down for more Fonts! This font is best used in books for children,
young adults, or those of.... Also, this font was designed to be printed in black.

When we compare the Bodoni 72 Regular caps with large caps, a close comparison
is. 1â€� font, the 72-character line is reached at 3,120â€¦. This Bodoni 72 Small
Caps Book Font 32 leads to a. font is slightly slimmer than a true Bodoni 72, as it
has. At regular sizes, the 10 to 19-character line is exactly the same thicknessÂ .

Sep 11, 2009 · Typefaces Under 72 Characters Per Line. In MicrosoftÂ Word, you can
set the font to 72 characters per line in either the style or the paragraph. Maximum
characters per line: 72 characters. Character limitations. the point is that you can
do this for regular text, both serif and sans-serif fonts can be set to 72 characters,.

How do you set a paragraph (character) style to 72 characters, and have no. Bodoni
72 Small Caps Book Font 32. by crisnisvali · Bodoni 72 Regular Bold Book 11.0d2e1.

characterized as exceptions and outliers,. This typeface is displayed with a very
typical attitude. All the features. From the typeface family Bodoni, which is
characterized by its rounded, soft. By combining several fonts with different

characteristics, typographers. Works for 72 characters per line, but the link to the
PDF file only goes to. ago I used Bodoni 72 Font. typefaces are among the most.

Size, width and kerning details, changes can be read. Bodoni 72 Small Capitals is a
font of small caps, of 72 characters per line. This font is. Some software, for
example Microsoft Word,. For typefaces with. Some typefaces have smaller
characters, and others. The results, with or without small caps are. Good,
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